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ABSTRACT

The cosmic accretion of both dark matter and baryons into halos is typically measured using some evolving virial
relation, but recent work suggests that most halo growth at late cosmic time (z 2 ) is not physical but is rather the
by-product of an evolving virial radius (“pseudo-evolution”). Using Omega25, a suite of cosmological simulations
that incorporate both dark matter and gas dynamics with differing treatments of gas cooling, star formation, and
thermal feedback, we systematically explore the physics that governs cosmic accretion into halos and their
galaxies. Physically meaningful cosmic accretion of both dark matter and baryons occurs at z 1 across our halo
mass range: M M10200m

11 14= -
. However, dark matter, because it is dissipationless, is deposited (in a time-

average sense) at R z( )200m in a shell-like manner, such that dark matter mass and density experience little-to-no
physical growth at any radius within a halo at z 1< . In contrast, gas, because it is able to cool radiatively,
experiences significant accretion at all radii, at a rate that roughly tracks the accretion rate at R200m, at all redshifts.
Infalling gas starts to decouple from dark matter at R2 200m» and continues to accrete to smaller radii until the onset
of strong angular-momentum support at R0.1 200m» . Thus, while the growth of dark matter is subject to pseudo-
evolution, the growth of baryons is not. The fact that the accretion rate of gas on galactic scales tracks the accretion
rate near R200m provides insight into the tight relations between the masses/sizes of galaxies and those of their host
halos across cosmic time.

Key words: cosmology: theory – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: general – galaxies: halos –
methods: numerical

1. INTRODUCTION

In the paradigm of cosmological structure formation
gravitationally bound halos form at the peaks of the primordial
density field as dark matter and baryons undergo nonlinear
gravitational collapse. Dark matter, because it is collisionless
and dissipationless, conserves its orbital energy, remaining in
an extended dispersion-supported profile with overlapping
inward- and outward-moving orbits (Gunn & Gott 1972;
Gott 1975; Gunn 1977; Fillmore & Goldreich 1984; Cole &
Lacey 1996). In contrast, gas collides, shocks, mixes, and
eventually dissipates energy via radiative cooling, causing it to
collapse to the minimum of a halo’s potential well and seed the
formation of stars and galaxies (White & Rees 1978; Fall &
Efstathiou 1980; Blumenthal et al. 1986; Dubinski 1994; Mo
et al. 1998).

Within this paradigm, debate persists about the most
physically meaningful ways to describe the physical extent of
a halo, the rate of cosmic accretion into a halo, and the amount
of mass growth within a halo, including how these compare for
dark matter versus baryons. These are important questions
because measurements of cosmic accretion and mass growth
depend sensitively on how and where one measures them.
Thus, understanding the evolution of halos requires a detailed
understanding of the relevant physical scales across cosmic
time, including the physical meaning (if any) of a choice for a
halo’s virial boundary/edge. Furthermore, because cosmic
accretion into a halo feeds the growth of the galaxy inside,
understanding the physics of all of these scales is necessary for

developing a physical picture of galaxy evolution in a
cosmological context.
Many works have examined the nature of dark matter

accretion into halos. Most previous works measured cosmic
accretion or mass growth according to some evolving virial
radius, Rvir, that was linked to the background density of the
universe (for example, see Wechsler et al. 2002; Zhao
et al. 2003). However, recent works have questioned the
physical meaning of the commonly used halo virial radius and
its implications for inferred cosmological accretion and mass
growth (Busha et al. 2005; Prada et al. 2006; Diemand
et al. 2007; Cuesta et al. 2008). Specifically, these works found
that low-mass halos experience little-to-no significant physical
growth of dark matter at fixed physical radii, especially at late
cosmic time (z 2 ). Moreover, the recent work by Diemer
et al. (2013) found that most of the growth of dark matter mass
at halo masses M1013  arises because one measures halo
mass within some virial radius that is tied to a reference
background density that evolves with time, which in turn can
lead to inferred growth of halo mass even if the physical
density profile of the halo remains constant, an effect that they
called “pseudo-evolution.” This suggests that there is little-to-
no physical accretion into lower-mass halos at late cosmic time,
such that they effectively evolve as “island” halos, divorced
from the cosmic background, at z 1 .
Pseudo-evolution has a number of important implications for

understanding phenomenological links between galaxies and
dark matter halos as well as for models of galaxy evolution. For
example, observations are probing the relation between the
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stellar mass of a galaxy and the virial mass of its host halo,
including its evolution with time (for example, see Leauthaud
et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2012; Behroozi et al. 2013; Hudson
et al. 2015), finding that the relation between galaxy mass
and halo mass evolves only weakly at z 1< (and possibly at
higher z), which suggests that galaxy mass evolves largely in
sync with halo mass. Similarly, Kravtsov (2013) found a tight
linear relation between the size of a galaxy and the size of its
host halo across a wide range of masses at z 0» , despite the
significantly varying ratio of stellar-to-halo mass across this
range. These studies suggest that the mass and size of a galaxy
is set by, or at least responds to, that of its host halo, but these
relations are meaningful only insofar as one uses a physically
sensible radius (and thus mass) for a halo. Moreover, many
(semi-analytic) models of galaxy evolution try to link the
accretion rate of a halo in simulations to its baryonic accretion
rate and in turn to the star formation rate of the galaxy (for
example, see Benson 2010; Bouché et al. 2010; Lilly
et al. 2013; Lu et al. 2014, and the references therein). Halo
mass growth that is incorrectly attributed from pseudo-
evolution would affect all of these analyses.

However, it remains unclear what role pseudo-evolution
plays in the cosmic accretion of baryons, because gas dynamics
can be markedly different: gas is collisional, so it can shock and
mix and it also can dissipate energy via radiative cooling. A
number of works have examined the accretion rates of gas into
galaxies (for example, see Ocvirk et al. 2008; Kereš
et al. 2009) and halos (for example, see Faucher-Giguère
et al. 2011; van de Voort et al. 2011; Dekel et al. 2013; Woods
et al. 2014; Nelson et al. 2015), though in almost all cases they
measured mass growth/flux at some predefined and evolving
virial radius. Few works have compared in detail the specific
accretion rates of gas versus dark matter: van de Voort et al.
(2011) and Faucher-Giguère et al. (2011) both found that
specific accretion rates near the virial radius were broadly
similar for baryons and dark matter, with some (up to a factor
of 2) reduction in the specific rate for baryons, depending on
the model for stellar winds; but they both found significantly
reduced baryon accretion rates at small radii near the galaxy
compared to that near the virial radius. However, all of these
works used differing techniques to measure accretion and at
somewhat different choices for virial radii. Furthermore, many
of these works focused on the role of feedback from stars and/
or black holes on baryonic accretion rates, using various
phenomenological models for driving stellar winds. While
there is general consensus that stellar winds can alter accretion
rates into the galaxies, results are mixed regarding the
regulation of gas accretion at larger radii within a halo.
However, all of these works found some level of gas accretion
into galaxies at late cosmic time, implying that the pseudo-
evolution of dark matter may not extend to gas. Indeed, Dekel
et al. (2013), examined baryonic accretion rates in a suite of
cosmological zoom-in simulations at z 1> and found that the
mass inflow rate at R0.1 vir is broadly similar to ( 50%~ ) that at
Rvir; they found similar trends examining the rate at fixed
physical radii of 10 and 100 kpc, implying that baryon
accretion to small radii is indeed physical.

More generally, the physical nature of cosmic accretion has a
variety of implications for the evolution of gas in halos and
galaxies at late cosmic time, especially for low-mass galaxies.
For example, galaxies at M M10star

10.5  formed 60%> of
their mass since z = 1 (Leitner 2012) and the rate of decline of

the cosmic density of star formation broadly mimics the decline
of dark matter accretion rates into halos at fixed mass (for
example, see Bouché et al. 2010; Lilly et al. 2013). However, it
is not clear how much star formation and galaxy growth at
z 1< is linked to cosmic accretion, as opposed to the
consumption of gas that is already within galaxies, given that
(molecular) gas fractions are observed to decrease over time
(for example, see Bauermeister et al. 2013), or the recycling of
gas in galaxies from stellar winds (for example, Oppenheimer
et al. 2010; Leitner & Kravtsov 2011). Additionally, cosmic
gas accretion into halos drives the evolution of extended gas
around galaxies, referred to as the circumgalactic medium, as
many observations and surveys now are probing (for example,
see Rudie et al. 2012; Tumlinson et al. 2013). For such studies
it is important to understand both the most physically
meaningful virial definition to use for a halo as well as the
rate of accretion of (relatively unenriched) gas and how it
propagates to smaller radii.
The primary goal of this work is to understand the physical

nature of cosmic accretion into halos and how it propagates
down to scales of the galaxy inside, for both baryons and dark
matter. In particular, we aim to bridge the gap between detailed
studies of halo growth, typically based on dark matter-only
simulations and detailed studies of cosmic gas accretion into
galaxies. More specifically, we seek to understand the
significance of pseudo-evolution not only for dark matter
accretion, but also its role in baryon accretion and hence galaxy
growth. We focus on halos of mass M1011 13-

 at late cosmic
time (z 2< ). Such halos are observed to host galaxies with
M M10star

9 11» -
 (Mstar in our simulation with star formation

is 2 4» - ´ higher because of overcooling; see Section 3.1).
These mass and redshift regimes are where the effects of
pseudo-evolution are particularly strong (Diemer et al. 2013),
where observations constrain the relation between galaxies and
their host halos as well as gas in/around galaxies. We use
simulations with varying treatments of gas physics, some
including star formation and thermal feedback, though our
simulations only marginally resolve the scales within galaxies
and our prescription for stellar feedback does not drive
particularly strong winds out of galaxies, which play a strong
role in regulating accretion into the galaxy itself. Thus, we
focus on cosmic accretion and mass growth on scales within a
halo, but we do not investigate accretion into the galaxy, or
stellar mass growth, directly. We defer such work to a follow-
up analysis.
Throughout, we cite all masses using h = 0.7 for the

dimensionless Hubble parameter.

2. THEORY OF HALO COLLAPSE

We first review the basic theoretical framework for spherical
collapse and virialization of a halo, setting the stage for and
aiding in the interpretation of our numerical results. In the
standard model (Gunn & Gott 1972; Gunn 1977; Fillmore &
Goldreich 1984; Cole & Lacey 1996), if a spherical region is
sufficiently overdense, its gravitational self-attraction over-
comes the initial cosmological expansion, such that a mass
shell will reach a maximum radius and then collapse.
Specifically, for flat ΛCDM cosmology, the radial acceleration
around some overdense region is

d r

dt

G m r

r

G
r

( ) 8

3
, (1)

2

2 2

p
r= -

<
+ L
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in which r is the physical radius from the center of the
overdensity, m r( )< is the enclosed mass, G is the gravitational
constant, and rL is the (constant) physical density of dark
energy. Around the overdense region, this acceleration
counteracts the initial outward-moving velocity that is set by
the Hubble expansion and if a shell experiences turn-around, it
decouples from the Hubble flow, at which point it no longer
“feels” the expansion of the universe, modulo the acceleration
from dark energy in (1). We refer to the radius of this first turn-
around as rta.

In Einstein–de Sitter cosmology ( 1matterW = , 0W =L ), turn-
around occurs when the average density within the sphere is

5.6´ that of the background. Assuming the virial theorem for
the equilibrium state of the halo, such that K U1 2= - , for
which K and U are the kinetic and potential energies, its final
r (density) will be 2(8)´ that at rta. Over this period of collapse,
the background universe has expanded to become 4´ less
dense, so a “virialized” halo has an average density of
18 1782p = ´ that of background, a value that many authors
round to 200. (see Bryan & Norman 1998 for a generalization
of this model to 0W >L .)

More generally, one can define a halo’s virial radius, RD,
such that the average interior density is Δ times some reference
density, refr : M R4

3 ref
3pr= DD D. In this work, we use D=

200 m, that is, we define halos as containing 200´ the average
matter density of the universe (We will compare other virial
definitions in the context of the results of this paper in
future work).

While the above model describes halo collapse in terms of
instantaneous energetics, the actual physics of collapse is more
complicated, given that halos experience ongoing accretion, so
they almost never are well-relaxed virialized systems, espe-
cially at r R200m~ . First we consider dark matter. After
reaching rta, a shell continues to collapse until reaching its first
pericenter, after which it orbits back out to its apocenter, or
secondary turn-around radius, rta,2. If there were no change in
m r( )ta,2< throughout this full orbit, energy conservation
implies that r rta,2 ta= . In reality, the continued accretion of
mass shells from larger r causes the potential to deepen, so
r rta,2 ta< : the higher the accretion rate, the more that r rta,2 ta<
(Gunn & Gott 1972; Gott 1975; Gunn 1977; Fillmore &
Goldreich 1984; Adhikari et al. 2014; Diemer & Kravtsov
2014). Throughout this orbit a shell passes through other shells
that collapsed at different times because dark matter is
collisionless. Thus, a halo represents a superposition of shells
of inward- and outward-moving orbits that have collapsed
at different epochs. At any time, there is an outermost rta,2,
which corresponds to the shell that is reaching its rta,2 for
the first time. We refer to this as the splashback radius,
Rsplashback, and it corresponds to the maximum r of matter
that has passed through the core of the halo. Thus, a halo’s
density profile declines rapidly beyond Rsplashback and typically
R R(0.8 2)splashback 200m= - ; it is smaller for halos with higher
rates of accretion (Adhikari et al. 2014; Diemer & Kravt-
sov 2014).

The physics of gas accretion is different because gas is a
collisional fluid, so there are no shell crossings of orbits, and
there is no splashback radius. Thus, after reaching rta, gas
collapses (typically supersonically) until it encounters a
previously collapsed gas shell, at which point it shocks and
heats (White & Rees 1978; Blumenthal et al. 1986;

Dubinski 1994; Mo et al. 1998). Thus, while gas has no
splashback radius, it can have a virial-shock radius, although
this can occur at r much smaller (or larger) than R200m,
including near the galaxy itself (Dekel & Birnboim 2006;
Ocvirk et al. 2008). If shocked, gas is heated to near the halo’s
virial temperature, at which point it is supported by thermal
pressure. If the timescale for gas cooling is longer than the
dynamical time at the given radius, the gas will remain in near
hydrostatic equilibrium, which typically is true at
M M10200m

11.6  (Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Ocvirk
et al. 2008). In lower-mass halos, even if gas is shock-heated
to near the virial temperature (Joung et al. 2012; Nelson
et al. 2015), it will cool rapidly and advect to smaller r, while
remaining relatively cold (Ocvirk et al. 2008; Kereš
et al. 2009).
We emphasize that the above picture is valid for halo

collapse that is purely spherical and smooth. In reality,
cosmological collapse is triaxial and clumpy. For dark matter,
this means that Rsplashback is smeared out (for example, Adhikari
et al. 2014). For gas, triaxial collapse can drive turbulence with
effective pressure support and gas can mix via Kelvin–
Helmholtz and Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities. For both compo-
nents, angular-momentum support will regulate radial advec-
tion and infalling satellite halos can persist as bound subhalos
that behave neither purely collisional nor collisionless. Thus,
while the above picture is informative, it is not necessarily true
in detail and one needs to use cosmological simulations to
model these processes fully, as we now describe.

3. NUMERICAL METHODS

3.1. Simulations

To study the accretion of dark matter and gas in a realistic
cosmological context, we performed and analyzed a suite of
cosmological simulations that we call “Omega25” using the
Adaptive Refinement Tree (ART) Eulerian N-body plus
hydrodynamics code (Kravtsov 1999; Kravtsov et al. 2002;
Rudd et al. 2008) and the Omega high-performance computing
cluster at Yale University. These simulations include collision-
less dynamics of dark matter and stars, as well as gas dynamics
in a cubical volume of comoving size h25 Mpc 36 Mpc1 =-

in a flat ΛCDM cosmology: 0.27matterW = , 0.047baryonW = ,
h= 0.7, n 0.95s = , and 0.828s = .
ART uses adaptive refinement in space and time to reach the

high dynamic range required to resolve galaxies and their halos
in cosmological simulations. We use simulations at two
different resolutions: 1283 and 2563 root mesh cells/dark
matter particles. Both runs use a maximum of eight levels of
adaptive refinement in the mesh. The dark matter particle
masses are M6.6 10 , 8.2 108 7´ ´  and the minimum mesh
cell sizes are 1.09, 0.54 kpc comoving, respectively. We
generate initial conditions at z = 81, and the number of time
steps in the root grid to z = 0 is ∼500 and ∼1000 for the 1283

and 2563 runs, respectively. Each level of adaptive refinement
is a factor of 1–4 (typically 2) higher in time resolution. We
save 60 snapshots spaced evenly in zlog(1 )+ from z = 9 to 0,
leading to a snapshot time resolution of 130 250 Myr- . We
present results only from the higher-resolution 2563 simula-
tions, having used the lower-resolution simulations to ensure
that our results do not significantly depend on resolution within
the ranges of halo mass (M M10200m

11> ) and radius
(r 7 kpc> ) that we examine.

3
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In order to assess the effects of gas cooling and star
formation on the dynamics of baryon accretion, we conducted
each simulation with four different prescriptions for the
inclusion of gas dynamics, star formation, and feedback, as
follows:

a. including only dark matter;
b. additionally including gas without radiative cooling;
c. additionally turning on radiative cooling for primordial

gas in the presence of a cosmic ultraviolet background
(without star formation); and

d. additionally including star formation, thermal feedback,
metal enrichment, and metal-line cooling, as detailed
below.

We use equilibrium gas cooling and heating rates that
incorporate Compton heating and cooling, heating from a
cosmic ultraviolet ionizing background (Haardt &
Madau 1996), and atomic cooling including metals. We use
Cloudy (Ferland et al. 1998) to tabulate these for the
temperature range of 10 K2 9- and a grid of metallicities and
ultraviolet intensities.

Our model for star formation and feedback is an extension of
that of previous works using ART (Nagai et al. 2007; Leitner &
Kravtsov 2011), based on an empirically motivated efficiency
and dependence on gas density:

M
˙

0.01 pc
, (2)star

gas

star

gas

3

0.5

r
r

t

r
=

æ

è
çççç

ö

ø

÷÷÷÷÷-


with 3 Gyrstart = . We allow star particles of minimum mass

M5 105´  to form in cells with number density 0.5 cm 3> -

and temperature 9000 K< . Such temperature and density
thresholds are reasonable for simulations at our moderate
resolution (Saitoh et al. 2008).

We model each newly formed star particle as a single stellar
population with an initial mass function from Chabrier (2003)
in the range of M0.1 100- . All stars with M M8star > 

immediately deposit 2 10 erg51´ of thermal energy into the
gas of their host cell, accounting for energy input by stellar
winds and type II (core-collapse) supernovae. Moreover, they
deposit min(0.2, M M0.01 –0.06star  ) of their mass as metals
into their host cell. In addition, we account for delayed SN Ia,
assuming that a fraction of 0.015 of the stellar mass at

M(3 8)-  explodes over the entire history of the population,
with each event dumping 2 10 erg51´ of thermal energy and
ejecting M1.3  of metals into the gas of the host cell. Note that
we do not add explicit momentum flux from supernovae or
stellar winds.

Finally, we model mass loss from stellar winds for each star
particle assuming that the cumulative fraction of mass lost at
time t since its birth is f t t( ) 0.05 ln[( 5 Myr) 1]= + . At each
time step, this mass loss is added to the gas mass of its host cell
along with its energy and momentum. With these parameters,
about 40% of initial stellar mass is lost over a Hubble time (see
Leitner & Kravtsov 2011 for more details).

Our goal in this paper is to systematically explore the effects
of gas and stellar physics on cosmological accretion rates. Our
prescription for stellar feedback does not generate strong
outflows that are encompassed in more detailed simulations of
galaxy evolution (for example, see Governato et al. 2010;
Hopkins et al. 2014; Agertz & Kravtsov 2015). As a result, our

galaxies experience overcooling and produce 2–4 times too
many stars compared to observational constraints at our halo
masses. However, the physics of these outflows and the
coupling to the surrounding halo gas remain areas of active
investigation and debate. Instead, our goal in this work is to
understand the importance (or lack thereof) of cosmic accretion
for dark matter and baryons absent strong outflows. In a follow-
up analysis, we will use higher-resolution zoom-in simulations
to explore the role of more detailed outflows in regulating gas
accretion.

3.2. Halo Finding and Tracking

We identify halos using a variant of the method in Tinker
et al. (2008). We first find peaks in the dark matter distribution
by measuring the local density of each particle using a
smoothing kernel based on its 256 nearest neighboring
particles.6 Starting with the densest peak in the simulation,
we grow a sphere around it until the average density, including
all matter components (dark matter, gas, and stars), interior to
the radius R200m is z200 ( )matterr´ , the average matter density
of the universe. Excluding all other density peaks within R200m,
we repeat the procedure for the next densest dark matter
particle until we have identified all isolated centers.
For each halo, we identify its main progenitor at the previous

simulation snapshot. First, at all snapshots, we identify 30% of
the most bound dark matter particles in each halo. Then, we
link halos across adjacent snapshots that share these particles.
We identify the main progenitor as the halo at the previous
snapshot that shares the most number of particles and we
follow this progenitor link back across each snapshot to
identify the main progenitor at a given z.

3.3. Halo Selection

For all analyses, we first select halos at z = 0 in bins of
M200m. We focus on M z( 0) 10200m

11 12= = - and M1012 13-
;

each simulation contains 700» and 100 such halos, respec-
tively. Each simulation also contains 12 group-mass halos with
M z M( 0) 10200m

13 14= = -
. While we show results at this

mass for our dark matter simulation, we choose not to examine
this mass range for our simulations that include hydrody-
namics, given that the feedback from supermassive black holes,
which we do not model, likely plays an increasingly important
role in gas thermodynamics. All of our halos contain at least
1200 dark matter particles within R200m at z = 0, and we show
profiles down to a radius of 7 kpc, which corresponds to 14
mesh cells at the highest refinement.
We focus on the formation histories of isolated halos by only

selecting halos at z = 0 whose center lies R2 200m> from the
center of any more massive halo (for which R200m is that of the
neighboring halo). Thus, we seek to exclude strong environ-
mental effects from neighboring halos, including tidal strip-
ping, which typically starts at R2 200m~ beyond a more massive
halo (Behroozi et al. 2014), as well as contamination from
halos that used to be satellite (sub)halos but orbited beyond
R200m after infall and are highly stripped (Wetzel et al. 2014).
In summary, we examine how isolated halos at z = 0 have

evolved since z = 2, when the effects of pseudo-evolution in
dark matter are strongest (Diemer et al. 2013).

6 We choose this smoothing based on extensive tests, ensuring that it
accurately centers on the minimum of the halo’s potential well and not
spuriously on a smaller but denser subhalo.
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4. PHYSICAL ACCRETION OF DARK MATTER

We first examine the physical nature of cosmic accretion in
the simulation with only dark matter, to set the stage to
compare later with hydrodynamic simulations. We select
isolated halos in three bins of M200m at z = 0 and follow their
progenitors back to z = 2. For each quantity, we compute the
average value in bins of physical radius for each halo and we
show the median value across the sample of halos at each z.
We also show the 68% scatter for each quantity
at/since z = 1.

Figure 1 (top) shows profiles of the physical density of dark
matter, r z( , )darkr . The upper sub-panels show darkr versus
physical radius, r, while the lower sub-panels show the ratio

r z r z( , ) ( , 0)dark darkr r = at fixed r, that is, physical growth.
For the latter, we compute this ratio for each halo and its
progenitor and panels show the median of this ratio across the
sample.

At large r, r( )darkr around halos declines over time,
following the declining average matter density of the expand-
ing universe. Within this expanding background, gravitational
attraction causes density to increase at smaller r, according to
(1). However, the physical growth of r( )darkr at any fixed r is
modest; 40%< at z = 2 and only 10% at z = 1 for
M z M( 0) 10200m

11 12= = -
. Higher-mass halos show slightly

stronger physical growth. Moreover, as the 68% scatter in
growth since z = 1 (shaded region) demonstrates, a significant
fraction of halos experienced no physical growth of dark matter
over the last 8 Gyr~ .

Figure 1 (bottom) shows the corresponding profiles of the
average radial velocity of dark matter, v r¯ ( )rad

dark . At large r,
v r¯ ( )rad

dark is positive (net outflowing) and increases with r,

following the Hubble flow of the expanding universe. The
gravitational acceleration (1) causes v r¯ ( )rad

dark to decline over
time at fixed r. The outermost r where v̄ 0rad

dark = is where
matter is experiencing its first turn-around at the given z.
Moving to a slightly smaller r, v r¯ ( ) 0rad

dark < , the majority of
the mass is infalling. However, v r¯ ( )rad

dark , which is an average
over all masses at a given r, reaches a minimum value and turns
up at a smaller r. We refer to this radius of minimum v r¯ ( )rad as
Rinfall. Physically, Rinfall represents the characteristic radius
where the average infall velocity is maximal, and it occurs
because v r¯ ( )rad

dark is an average of a juxtaposition of inward- and
outward-moving orbits that overlap because dark matter is
collisionless. (Though a given mass shell will continue to
collapse to smaller r at increasingly negative vrad.) Thus, at
r Rinfall> , most mass is infalling for the first time, while at
r Rinfall< most mass already has passed through the halo. In
other words, R Rinfall splashback» , corresponding to the outer-
most shell that is experiencing secondary turn-around at the
given z after passing through the halo core.7 At smaller r,
v̄ 0rad

dark » , where there is equal mass in inward- and outward-
moving orbits and little change in mass over time.

Rinfall increases monotonically with time, while the minimum
of v r¯ ( )rad

dark tends to weaken over time. These trends are linked,
as governed by Equation (1): infalling matter experiences a
weaker halo potential at a larger r (for these relatively static

Figure 1. From the simulation with only dark matter: profiles of dark matter vs. physical radius, r, for isolated halos selected in three bins (left-to-right columns) of
M200m at z = 0 and their progenitors. For each quantity, we compute the average in bins of r for each halo and we show the median across the sample. The shaded
regions show the 68% scatter of the value at/since z = 1. The arrows show the median R200m at each z. Top row: upper sub-panels show physical density, r( )r , while
lower sub-panels show the ratio r z r z( , ) ( , 0)r r = , that is, physical growth. Since z = 1, r( )r grows by 20%< within (and even beyond) R200m, with more massive
halos experiencing slightly more growth. Bottom row: average radial velocity, v r¯ ( )rad . At z 1> , halos have pronounced virial infall regions, where v r¯ ( ) 0rad < , but by
z 0~ such regions disappear at M M10200m

13< , so these halos experience no physical cosmic accretion.

7 Because cosmological accretion is triaxial and clumpy, Rsplashback for a given
shell is smeared over an extended range of r (Adhikari et al. 2014; Diemer &
Kravtsov 2014). Therefore, the way that one measures Rsplashback can influence
its value. For example, using r where the slope of the density profile is
steepest, as those works did, can yield a Rsplashback that is smaller than Rinfall.
Nevertheless, Rinfall does represent the r where the splashback mass starts to
dominate over the infalling mass.
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dark matter halos) because dark energy causes increasingly
stronger positive acceleration at larger r over time. This fact, of
decreasing inflow velocity, combined with the decreasing
density of inflowing mass at later times, means that the cosmic
accretion rate, and thus the growth of r( )darkr in the halo,
declines over time, as Figure 1 (top) shows. At any z, the most
significant growth of r( )darkr occurs at r Rinfall» . However,
Figure 1 (top) shows some growth of r( )darkr at smaller r, even

where v r¯ ( ) 0rad
dark » , because (collisionless and dissipationless)

mass inflowing from a larger r does deposit itself, in a time-
average sense, atsmaller r.

At z 1 , halos in our mass range typically have a clear infall
region, where v r¯ ( ) 0rad

dark < , but at z 0» , this infall region has
disappeared for halos with M M10200m

13 , meaning that
they experience no net physical growth of dark matter from
cosmological accretion. Halos with M M10200m

13> , on the
other hand, experience weak physical accretion of dark matter
even at z = 0.

In Figure 1, vertical arrows show the median R z( )200m of
halos and their progenitors at each z. Across all masses and z,
R z( )200m approximates the inner edge of the infall region,
where v r¯ ( ) 0rad

dark » , reasonably well. Similarly, R z( )200m
approximates the r beyond which the growth of r( )darkr is
most significant. We will explore in more detail such
correlations with R z( )200m in Section 6.3.

Solving Equation (1) for an Navarro–Frenk–White (Navarro
et al. 1997) mass profile implies that the acceleration from dark
energy equals the gravitational acceleration from the halo at
r R3.5 200m» at z = 0, independent of mass (see also Busha
et al. 2005). Thus, dark energy largely accounts for the upturn
in v r¯ ( )rad

dark at large r for the most massive halos in Figure 1.
However, dark energy alone cannot account for the upturn in
v r¯ ( )rad

dark just beyond R200m in lower-mass halos at low z. The
radial extent of the infall region for low-mass halos at low z is
in fact set by the (three-dimensional) tidal motions and angular
momenta around such halos (see Section 6.2, also Cuesta
et al. 2008).

Another way to see the nature of cosmic accretion is to
examine the physical growth of cumulative mass, m z( )dark ,
within fixed r. This also allows us to compare with the
commonly used mass growth that one infers from an evolving

( )M z m r R z( ) ( )200m 200m= < . Figure 2 shows the median
ratio m r z m r z( , ) ( , 0)dark dark< < = at various r for the same
halos as in Figure 1. At large r, m r( )dark < declines over time,
in accord with the declining average density of matter in the
expanding universe. At smaller r, cumulative mass instead
grows over time, though the mass growth eventually stalls,
which occurs at larger r over time. Thus, the amount of
physical growth within most r is modest since z = 2, especially
as compared with the mass growth inferred from M z( )200m

(thick black curve). Indeed, as inferred from M z( )200m , our
lowest-mass halos have doubled in dark matter mass since
z = 1, but the amount of physical growth at any r is
significantly lower (10% 30%- , increasing with mass).
Furthermore, the shaded region indicates the scatter in physical
growth at r 100 kpc< , highlighting that a significant fraction
of isolated halos experienced no physical growth since z 1~ .
We find similar scatter for the growth of M z( )200m or in using a
narrower bin of M z( 0)200m = of 0.1 dex, so the scatter at
r 100 kpc< is real and meaningful.

These trends are consistent with previous related works
based on dark matter simulations (Busha et al. 2005; Diemand
et al. 2007; Cuesta et al. 2008; Diemer et al. 2013; Adhikari
et al. 2014).

Figure 2. From the simulation with only dark matter: mass of dark matter, m,
within fixed physical radii, r, as a function of redshift, z, for isolated halos selected
in three bins (top-to-bottom panels) of M200m at z = 0 and their progenitors. At
each r and z, we compute the ratio m r z m r z( , ) ( , 0)< < = for each halo and
we show the median across each sample, with the shaded region showing the 68%
scatter at r 100 kpc< . The thick black curve shows inferred growth of mass
according to M z m R z( ) ( ( ))200m 200m= < . For reference, the range of median
R z( )200m for halo progenitors from z = 0 to 2 is 185 55- , 390 90- ,
920 130 kpc- physical for M z( 0) 10200m

11 12= = - , 1012 13- , M1013 14-
,

respectively. At all r, physical mass growth (10% 20%- since z = 1) is
significantly less than that inferred from M z( )200m (doubling since z= 1).
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5. PHYSICAL ACCRETION OF BARYONS:
IMPACT OF GAS PHYSICS

Having explored the physical nature of cosmic accretion in
the simulation with only dark matter, we now turn to examining
both dark matter and baryons in simulations that model both. In
this section, we first systematically explore how gas physics
alone affect cosmic accretion to obtain a basic understanding of
the underlying physics. Thus, we first examine two sets of
simulations with no star formation that are identical, except that
the first includes non-radiative gas, while the second employs
radiative cooling in a ultraviolet background. In the next
section, we will show the simulation that additionally includes
star formation and feedback. Here, we report results for a single
bin of M z M( 0) 10200m

12 13= = -
 and note that trends with

gas physics are qualitatively similar across our range of
M M10200m

11 14= -
.

Figure 3 shows the profiles of gas (solid) and dark
matter (dashed) as a function of physical radius, r, similar to
Figure 1. The top row shows r( )r and its growth history;
the middle row shows the baryon fraction, f r( )baryon =

( )r r r( ) ( ) ( )baryon baryon darkr r r+ , in units of the cosmic

value, baryon matterW W ; and the bottom row shows the average
radial velocity, v r¯ ( )rad .

First, Figure 3 (left column) shows gas without radiative
cooling. While this is an unphysical scenario, especially for
low-mass halos with virial temperatures that correspond to
short cooling times compared to their dynamical times, it
provides a benchmark for understanding the subsequent impact
of gas cooling.

The inclusion of non-radiative gas imparts little change to
the behavior of dark matter, which remains similar to that in the
simulation with only dark matter (Figure 1). For gas accretion,
Figure 3 shows that at large r, r( )gasr and v r¯ ( )rad

gas closely track
those of dark matter, as may be expected for freely infalling,
supersonic gas whose dynamics are governed primarily by
gravity.

Figure 3 shows some decoupling of v r¯ ( )rad between non-
radiative gas and dark matter just beyond R200m, where v r¯ ( )rad

gas is
slightly weaker than v r¯ ( )rad

dark . Such decoupling is not surprising,
because the underlying dynamics of dark matter and non-
radiative gas are distinct, as outlined in Section 2: Rinfall for
(collisionless) dark matter is set by Rsplashback, while for non-
radiative gas, whose collisional nature means that orbits cannot
overlap, it is set by where gas shocks and/or starts to become
supported by both thermal and turbulent pressure. (Though
accretion can be clumpy and some gas can orbit within a satellite
subhalo in a neither purely collisional nor collisionless manner.)
Thus, the addition of this pressure support is likely what causes
weaker v r¯ ( )rad for gas as compared with dark matter. At similar r,
f r( )baryon shows a corresponding, though weak, enhancement.
At r R200m , non-radiative gas decouples from dark matter,

as the gas density profile flattens in the core and f r( )baryon
decreases, a result of strong thermal and turbulent pressure
support. Here, r( )gasr decreases over time, because the higher
rate of accretion at higher z causes the non-radiative gas to be
slightly overpressurized in the core. This gas then expands to a
somewhat lower density.

Given the strongly differing physics that govern dark matter
and non-radiative gas, we emphasize the strikingly similar
behavior that they display at essentially all r. This simply may

be a reflection that the dynamics of both components, though
different, conserve energy and respond to the same underlying
halo potential. The similar behavior of non-radiative gas and
dark matter means that essentially all subsequent differential
effects between them are driven not by the collisional nature of
gas, but rather, by its ability to cool radiatively.
Figure 3 (right column) shows the same profiles, but from

the simulation with radiative cooling. This represents the
opposite extreme from non-radiative, because gas is able to
experience runaway cooling and collapse to small r without
any feedback. Thus, this case represents the maximal amount of
gas cooling and cosmic accretion that is feasible for gas with
primordial metallicity.
First, examining the impact on dark matter, the inclusion of

radiative cooling does not significantly change the growth of
r( )darkr at r 40 kpc , but it reduces the physical growth rate at

smaller r, which may be because the runaway cooling of gas
accelerates the growth of r( )darkr in the core at early times.8

However, v r¯ ( )rad
dark does not change significantly.

For gas, the addition of radiative cooling causes it to
decouple from dark matter starting at r R2 200m» because this
cooling prevents the formation of strong virial shocks and
pressure support (Dekel & Birnboim 2006) at this r. At
r 100 kpc~ , the evolution of r( )gasr is non-monotonic, as
driven by the relative efficiency of cosmic accretion and
cooling. At r 70 kpc , r( )gasr increases significantly over
time, at a rate many times that of dark matter. At r 70 kpc» ,

r( )gasr is nearly constant because of the balance of cosmic
accretion and gas cooling.
The second row shows f r( )baryon , as scaled to the cosmic

value, baryon dark matterW W . At large r, baryons trace dark matter,
but at r R2 200m , f r( )baryon decreases, as gas cools and
advects to smaller r in a relatively static profile of dark matter.
f r( )baryon reaches a minimum at intermediate r, which moves
outward over time, driven primarily by the changing r( )baryonr .
At small r, f r( )baryon rises rapidly as gas cools among relatively
static dark matter.
As with non-radiative gas, v r¯ ( )rad

gas for radiative gas tracks
v r¯ ( )rad

dark beyond dark matter’s R R2infall 200m» . However, in
this case, infalling gas cools and continues to advect to
smaller r with relatively little pressure support, so Rinfall is
much smaller and less well-defined for gas. Nonetheless, gas
does not experience runaway advection to small r because
some shocking occurs at smaller r that imparts some pressure
support (as we have checked explicitly) and gas starts to feel
significant angular-momentum support, as we explore in the
next section. In combination, these processes decrease the
magnitude of v r¯ ( )rad

gas at fixed r over time.
To summarize, the cosmic accretion of gas is distinct from

that of dark matter at r R2 200m . While the collisional nature
of gas leads to some differences, this effect is modest. Instead,
the dissipational radiative cooling of gas drives strong
differences, which lead to a significant physical advection/
accretion of gas at all r and z atop a relatively static profile of
dark matter.

8 However, the severe overcooling in this simulation can create an artificially
dense gas clump(s) near the halo core that can be offset from the (otherwise)
primary dark matter density peak by 10 kpc~ . This introduces uncertainties in
the exact center position, so one should interpret the evolution of the dark
matter density profile at r 20 kpc in Figure 3 (right) with care.
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6. PHYSICAL ACCRETION OF BARYONS WITH
STAR FORMATION AND FEEDBACK

Having explored cosmic accretion in simulations with only
dark matter, with non-radiative gas, and with radiatively

cooling gas, we now examine our simulation that additionally
includes star formation and feedback. Here, the primary
differences compared with the simulation with only cooling
are (1) thermal energy injection from supernovae and stellar

Figure 3. From the simulations with non-radiative (left) and radiatively cooling (right) gas: profiles of gas (solid) and dark matter (dashed) vs. physical radius, r, for
isolated halos selected in a bin of M200m at z = 0 and their progenitors, similar to Figure 1. The shaded regions show the 68% scatter of each value for gas at/since
z = 1 and the arrows show the median R200m at each z. Top row: upper sub-panels show physical density, r( )r , while lower sub-panels show the ratio

r z r z( , ) ( , 0)r r = , that is, physical growth. Middle row: baryon fraction, f r r r r( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))baryon baryon baryon darkr r r= + , in units of the cosmic value,

baryon matterW W . Bottom row: average radial velocity, v r¯ ( )rad . Non-radiative gas (left column) closely tracks dark matter, though the additional thermal and turbulent
pressure of gas causes a decrease in r( )gasr at the core and reduced inflow velocity beyond R z( )200m . Gas with radiative cooling (right column) readily advects to
small r, increasing the growth of r( )gasr significantly.
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winds, which heat the gas at small radii; (2) the advection of
metals into the halo gas, which enhances the efficiency of
cooling;9 and (3) the transition of some gas to stars, which
behave as a collisionless fluid, similar to dark matter.

Henceforth, we compute all baryon masses including both
gas and stars, to simplify the interpretation of cosmic accretion
without the ambiguities of conversions between the two from
star formation and stellar mass loss and to allow us to compare
with our simulations without star formation. However, we
continue to compute velocities separately for gas.

6.1. Density and Radial Velocity

Figure 4 shows the profiles of baryons and dark matter as a
function of r, for halos selected in two bins of M200m at z= 0 and
their progenitors, similar to Figures 1 and 3. Figure 4 (top row)
shows r( )darkr and r( )baryonr (upper sub-panels), as well as

r z r z( , ) ( , 0)dark darkr r = and r z r z( , ) ( , 0)baryon baryonr r = ,
that is, physical growth (lower sub-panels).

The injection of energy from feedback mitigates the effects
of gas overcooling on dark matter at small r, compared with the
cooling-only simulation (Figure 3 right). However, this
feedback also reduces the infall velocity of dark matter at
r R z( )200m> at z 1 at both masses, as compared with the
simulation with only dark matter (Figure 1). We think that this
is caused by angular-momentum transfer from cooling gas to
dark matter, because the angular momtum of dark matter at
r R z( )200m is 10%–20% higher in this simulation (see
Section 6.2) than with only dark matter. Furthermore, this
boost in dark matter angular momentum is higher in lower-
mass halos, likely because of their lower potential energy,
which also explains the stronger differences in infall velocity at
r R z( )200m> for lower-mass halos in Figure 4.

Compared to r( )darkr (dashed curves), r( )baryonr (solid
curves) increases much more over time, again because of the
ability of gas to cool radiatively and advect to smaller r.
Specifically, at small r, r( )baryonr increases monotonically with
time, 30%–50% since z = 1, with more growth at higher mass,
although thermal feedback has reduced the growth of r( )baryonr
at r 40 kpc noticeably compared to the case with only
cooling.

Figure 4 (second row) shows f r( )baryon as scaled to the
cosmic value, baryon dark matterW W . The trends are similar to
those in Figure 3 (right). At large r, baryons trace dark matter
at the cosmic value. At r R2 200m , f r( )baryon decreases, as gas
cools and advects to smaller r in a relatively static profile of
dark matter. f r( )baryon reaches a minimum at intermediate r,
where gas dynamics are most decoupled from dark matter and
this r moves outward over time, driven primarily by the
changing r( )baryonr , while r( )darkr remains nearly static. At
small r, f r( )baryon rises rapidly as cooled gas settles near the
galaxy. Thus, baryons advect to smaller r even in the absence
of the physical growth of dark matter.

Figure 4 (third row) shows v r¯ ( )rad
dark and v r¯ ( )rad

gas . Again, the
trends are similar to those in Figure 3 (right). At r R2 200m ,
beyond Rinfall of dark matter, v r¯ ( )rad

gas closely tracks v r¯ ( )rad
dark . As

stated above, the r of this decoupling is set by

R Rsplashback infall» of dark matter, whereas radiative gas
continues to cool and advect to smaller r. (Though the stars,
being collisionless, can experience splashback similar to dark
matter.) Gas reaches stronger v̄rad

gas at smaller Rinfall, which
corresponds to the minimum of f r( )baryon . This behavior is
governed by the efficiency of gas cooling and the onset of
rotational support and indeed, at the smallest r, v r¯ ( )rad

gas moves
toward 0, where gas becomes strongly supported by angular
momentum (see below). These trends for gas persist at all z,
though as with dark matter, the inflow velocity at fixed r
becomes weaker at later times.
Finally, we emphasize that with the inclusion of gas, star

formation, and feedback, halos at M M10200m
12<  stop

having physically meaningful infall regions for dark matter at
z 1< . Furthermore, while meaningful gas inflow does persist
at all r rta< (the largest r where v r¯ ( ) 0rad

gas < ), note that rta does
not increase at z 1< . In other words, at z 1< the physical size
of the region from which low-mass halos accrete gas no longer
grows because these halos cannot overcome both dark energy
acceleration (1) and large-scale tidal motions (see Section 6.2).
In this sense, low-mass halos have decoupled from the cosmic
background, but (residual) gas infall persists at all r rta<
because of radiative cooling. This trend is similar in the
simulation with only cooling.

6.2. Angular-momentum Support

For halos across the mass range that we examine, the cooling
time of the gas is similar to or shorter than their dynamical
times, especially at our low-mass end (Dekel & Birn-
boim 2006), which naively implies that gas should be able to
cool and advect efficiently to r 0~ . However, we have shown
that the gas density profiles in even low-mass halos remain
extended instead of accreting to r 0~ on a cooling timescale.
What then regulates the rate of gas accretion into the galaxy
and causes the weaker infall velocity at small r in Figure 4
(also in Figure 3)?
The answer is that cosmic accretion plus gas cooling are

not the only drivers of gas flow into the galaxy, but rather,
angular-momentum support also plays a critical role. To
examine the level of angular-momentum support we compute
the magnitude of tangential velocity (regardless of direction)
for each cell/particle and we sum this scalar value to compute
the average tangential velocity, v r¯ ( )tan , in bins of r. We then
scale v r¯ ( )tan for each species to the circular velocity,
v r Gm r r( ) ( )circ total= < , for which mtotal is the total mass
within r. Figure 5 shows v r v r¯ ( ) ( )tan circ separately for
baryons and dark matter. Virialized orbits are rotationally
supported by angular momentum if v r v r( ) ( ) 1tan circ = .
Figure 5 shows that dark matter is not fully rotationally
supported at any r. In addition, the level of rotational support
within R200m» is nearly constant over time, analogous to the
lack of evolution of r( )darkr . By contrast, gas, which cools
while largely conserving angular momentum, becomes
strongly rotationally supported at small r ( 40 kpc< ), which
moves outward over time.10 Note that these r are much larger
than the galactic stellar disk, whose size is R0.01 200m~
(Kravtsov 2013). Thus, the rate of gas accretion into the

9 For our halos, the gas metallicities at r R0.1 1 200m= - are 5% 10%~ - of
solar, which implies at most a modest (factors of a few) increase to the cooling
rate compared to primoridal gas in the previous section.

10 At the smallest r, v r v r( ) ( ) 1tan circ > , because some gas and stars at the
core are on high-energy unbound orbits for which v r v r( ) ( )tan circ> .
Furthermore, some halos experience mergers and not fully relaxed, which
leads to slight offsets in halo centering.
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disks of galaxies at late cosmic time is governed not just by
cosmic accretion near R200m, but rather by angular-momen-
tum support and transport at r 40 kpc< .

While the cooling of gas causes it to have a higher angular-
momentum than dark matter at small r, note that at larger r,
dark matter has systematically higher angular-momentum

Figure 4. From the simulation with star formation and feedback: profiles of baryons (gas + stars; solid) and dark matter (dashed) vs. physical radius, r, for isolated
halos selected in two bins (left and right columns) of M200m at z = 0 and their progenitors, similar to Figure 1. The shaded regions show the 68% scatter of each value
for baryons at/since z = 1, while arrows show median R200m at each z. Top row: the upper sub-panels show physical density, r( )r , while the lower sub-panels show
the ratio r z r z( , ) ( , 0)r r = , that is, physical growth. Middle row: baryon fraction, f r r r r( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))baryon baryon baryon darkr r r= + , in units of the cosmic value,

baryon matterW W . Bottom row: average radial velocity, v r¯ ( )rad . At r R z( )200m> , baryons start to decouple from dark matter as gas cools within the nearly static dark
matter potential. At intermediate r, where gas cooling is efficient and there is no significant rotational support (see Figure 5), the dynamics of baryons and dark matter
decouple the most, as the infall velocity of baryons reaches a maximum and f r( )baryon reaches a minimum. This r occurs well within R z( )200m and increases over time.
At small r, because of gas cooling, r( )baryonr increases significantly while r( )darkr remains nearly unchanged.
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support than gas. This is because gas experiences thermal
pressure, mixing, and shocking that cause it to settle into a
more coherent velocity field (stream), while dark matter, being
collisionless, retains a higher dispersion in the tangential
velocity. Indeed, we find that the scatter in v r( )tan for dark
matter is higher than that of gas at all r (see also Stewart
et al. 2013).

Other analyses (e.g., Kimm et al. 2011; Stewart
et al. 2013) found that gas accretes into a halo with
systematically higher angular momentum than dark matter.
These results seemingly contradict Figure 5, but the reason
lies in the way that one computes/examines angular
momentum. Kimm et al. (2011) and Stewart et al. (2013)
examined the net angular-momentum vector of a halo, that is,
they computed the angular-momentum vector of each
particle, summed these vectors, and then took the magnitude
of this sum. By contrast, we compute the magnitude of

angular momentum for each particle/cell and sum this scalar.
Our choice is motivated by examining the angular-momen-
tum support for each cell/particle, as opposed to the net
angular momentum of the halo.
All of the above trends are similar in the simulation with

only cooling. However, in the non-radiative simulation, gas has
less angular-momentum support than dark matter at all r,
because gas shocking and pressure support reduce bulk orbital
motions, and even gas with low angular momentum cannot
cool and advect to small r.

6.3. Physical Significance of R200m

Up until now, we have shown that many features in the
profiles of both baryons and dark matter are coincident with
some fraction of a halo’s R z( )200m . We now examine the
relation to R z( )200m in more detail in order to understand to
what extent it is a physically meaningful radius. Figure 6 shows
the same profiles as in Figure 4, but scaled by each halo’s
R z( )200m . While we are most interested in the degree to which
this scaling to r R200m captures physical features in the profile,
we also scale r( )r to the cosmic z( )matterr and v r¯ ( )rad to each
halo’s V z( )200m , to examine more clearly the degree of self-
similarity in the profile. Thus, our primary interest is whether
any features in the profiles occur at a fixed r R200m and our
secondary interest is whether the profiles normalized by virial
values are self-similar.
For both baryons and dark matter, r R z( ) ( )200m matterr r is

self-similar to within a factor of ∼2, with a somewhat stronger
degree of self-similarity at r R200m than at smaller r (see also
Lau et al. 2014, for similar results for massive galaxy clusters).
Thus, darkr at r R2 200m is more invariant over time at fixed r
than at fixed r R z( )200m , a result of the dissipationless nature of
dark matter. However, darkr at r R2 200m and gasr at all r are
more invariant at fixed r R z( )200m , because they respond to
continued physical cosmic accretion.

fbaryon shows similar invariance at fixed r R z( )200m , with
deviations of 10%~ at r R z0.5 ( )200m . fbaryon shows larger
deviations at smaller r, where regulation by gas cooling and
angular-momentum support are more important. The r of the
minimum of fbaryon occurs at r R(0.2 0.6) 200m» - ; it is smaller
for higher-mass halos. At r beyond this minimum, f r( )baryon

clearly responds to R z( )200m .
Considering v r R V z¯ ( ) ( )rad 200m 200m , R R2infall 200m» for

dark matter. Scaled to r R200m, this shows more clearly that
R z( )200m roughly tracks the inner edge of the infall region for
dark matter, where v̄ 0rad = . For gas, the velocity profile shows
less self-similarity, though in all cases R R(0.2 1)infall 200m= - .
Neither v r R V z¯ ( ) ( )rad

gas
200m 200m nor v r R V z¯ ( ) ( )rad

dark
200m 200m

are particularly self-similar in terms of normalization,
because the infall velocities of both components decrease
over time, while we find that V200m for these halos is nearly
static (it increases slightly with time as their potential deepens
somewhat). However, these scaled velocity profiles are
somewhat more self-similar than the non-scaled (physical)
profiles.
Finally, Figure 7 shows the scaled profile of angular-

momentum support, that is, v r R v r R¯ ( ) ( )tan 200m circ 200m .
Recall from Figure 5 that the level of angular-momentum
support for dark matter is nearly constant over time at fixed r
( R2 200m ), similar to darkr , while the level of angular-
momentum support for gas grows significantly at fixed r and

Figure 5. From the simulation with star formation and feedback: profile of the
ratio of the average tangential velocity, v r¯ ( )tan to the circular velocity,
v r Gm r r( ) ( )circ total= < , which indicates the level of angular-momentum
support, for baryons (gas + stars; solid) and dark matter (dashed), for isolated
halos selected in two bins (top and bottom panels) of M200m at z = 0 and their
progenitors. The shaded region shows the 68% scatter for baryons at z = 1,
while the arrows show the median R200m at each z. Dark matter is not fully
rotationally supported at any r and the level is nearly constant over time. By
contrast, baryons are fully rotationally supported at a small r ( 40 kpc< ) that
increases over time.
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thus the r out to which gas experiences strong rotational
support increases with time. However, Figure 7 shows that
radial extent of angular-momentum supported gas is fixed at
r R 0.1200m » , that is, it responds to R z( )200m (Similar results
persist for our simulation with only radiative cooling). This is
likely because for a given halo cosmic accretion at later
times comes in with a higher impact parameter and thus a
higher specific angular momentum (Kimm et al. 2011; Pichon

et al. 2011; Wetzel 2011; Stewart et al. 2013). For dark matter,
accreting mass is deposited (in a time-average sense) at large r,
so it does not significantly change the angular momentum at
small r. However, as gas cools and advects to smaller r, it
largely conserves angular momentum, so it continues to advect
efficiently until it becomes strongly rotationally supported,
which occurs at larger r over time as the accretion at R z( )200m

has higher specific angular momentum.

Figure 6. From the simulation with star formation and feedback: same as Figure 4, except that we scale r by each halo’s R z( )200m . Additionally, we scale r R( )200mr
to the cosmic z( )matterr and v r R z¯ ( ( ))rad 200m to each halo’s V z GM z R z( ) ( ) ( )200m 200m 200m= to examine self-similarity. For all quantities scaling profiles to r R200m

preserves a strong amount of self-similarity, meaning that the evolution, if not the absolute value, of R z( )200m captures the physical scales of cosmic accretion.
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Thus, we conclude that, R z( )200m does have physical
meaning, given its correlation with these profiles, for all
properties except r( )darkr at r R z2 ( )200m< . This does not
necessarily mean that R z( )200m captures the exact location of
any physically meaningful feature. Indeed, the above figures
show that the exact r depends on the property in question.
Rather, the scaling of R200m with z captures the relative radius
at which physical features occur. We will pursue a more
detailed investigation of various virial scalings in
future work.

6.4. Physical Mass Growth and Accretion

Finally, Figure 8 summarizes this section and the most
important results of this paper by showing mass growth and the
specific accretion rate over time at fixed r, similar to Figure 2,
but for both baryons and dark matter.

Figure 8 (top row) shows the median ratio m r z( , )<
m r z( , 0)< = at various r separately for both baryons (solid)
and dark matter (dashed), for the same halos as in Figure 4.

Scaling by m r z( , 0)< = of each component allows
easy comparison of baryons and dark matter at different r
in the same panel. The panel also shows both
m R z( ( ))dark 200m< and m R z( ( ))baryon 200m< as dashed and solid
thick black curves.
In the presence of star formation and feedback, the (lack of)

growth of dark matter is qualitatively similar to Figure 2. At
large r, m r( )dark < declines over time, following the expanding
universe. After a shell reaches turn-around, the enclosed mass
grows over time, but this growth quickly stalls because of the
dissipationless nature of dark matter. Cosmic accretion deposits
dark matter mass at larger r in a shell-like manner, with little
growth of m r( )dark < at smaller r.
Baryon mass closely tracks that of dark matter at large r.

However, after turn-around, dissipative cooling causes baryon
mass to decouple from dark matter, as m r( )baryon < grows
significantly over time at fixed r. Even at the smallest r, the
relative growth rate of baryon mass mimics the relative growth
rate of M z( )200m (thick curves), so the accretion at R z( )200m
regulates baryonic mass growth at smaller r.
For our lowest-mass bin, note the relative flatness of mass

growth at r 200 kpc= . At z 1 , this r corresponds to the turn-
around radius, rta, which as Figure 4 showed does not grow for
these low-mass halos. Figure 8 shows more explicitly that
m r( 200 kpc)baryon < = does not change at z 1 , nor will it
change in the future, because it corresponds to the asymptotic
baryon mass of these low-mass halos.
Comparing the absolute growth at different r in Figure 8

(top row) is difficult, because we normalize growth at each r by
a different m r z( , 0)< = . Thus, Figure 8 (bottom row) shows
the specific accretion rate at fixed r. Here, we measure the
accretion rate by differencing m r( )< at fixed r across adjacent
snapshots and we show the specific accretion rate,
m r z M z˙ ( , ) ( )200m , to allow easier comparison across mass bins
(the results do not change qualitatively if instead we examine
the absolute accretion rate). Finally, we multiply the specific
accretion rate for dark matter by the cosmic baryon dark matterW W
to allow easy comparison. Again, thick black curves show the
specific accretion rates inferred via M z M z˙ ( ) ( )200m 200m for
baryons (solid) and dark matter (dashed).
At large r, the specific accretion rate is negative,

corresponding to uncollapsed mass that is expanding with
the universe. After turn-around, the specific accretion rate
becomes positive. At all r rta< , including R z( )200m , the rate
declines over time, as caused by the declining infall velocity
and density of accreting matter, as demonstrated in previous
sections. At fixed r, the specific accretion rate of dark matter
declines over time and then stalls near zero. Before stalling,
the rate of decline approximately tracks that at R z( )200m , so
the mass flux at R z( )200m sets the accretion rate at a given r
for some time. For baryons, after turn-around, at essentially
all fixed r, the accretion rate tracks that at R z( )200m , though
lower by a factor of ∼2 depending on mass. Thus, the gas
accretion rate at R z( )200m governs that at all smaller r, though
at a reduced rate because gas cooling is not instantaneous,
and gas experiences significant rotational support, especially
at smaller r.
The accretion rate inferred from M z˙ ( )200m is not quite

synonymous for dark matter and baryons (dashed and solid
thick black curves), because R200m represents a radius at which
the dynamics of the two components start to decouple, as we
demonstrated above. (We checked that using a larger r yields

Figure 7. From the simulation with star formation and feedback: same as
Figure 5, except that we scale r by each halo’s R z( )200m . While this scaling
breaks the self-similarity of the angular-momentum support of dark matter, it
leads to a nearly self-similar onset of angular-momentum support for baryons at
r R 0.1 0.17200m = - , depending on mass. Thus, the physical extent of
rotationally supported gas responds to R z( )200m .
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accretion rates that are more synonymous.) For this reason, the
better agreement of baryonic accretion rates at fixed r with
M z˙ ( )200m of dark matter at M z M( 0) 10200m

11 12= = -
 is

mostly a coincidence, though perhaps a fortuitous one given
that baryonic accretion rates often are inferred from dark matter
simulations via ( )M z˙ ( )baryon matter 200mW W .

We conclude that the accretion rate and mass growth of
both dark matter and baryons are governed by the cosmic
accretion rate at r R z( )200m . However, at r R z( )200m ,
these components differ significantly. The accretion rate and
mass growth of dark matter stalls because it is dissipationless.
Because gas cools the baryonic accretion rate and mass
growth continue down to all r, at a rate that tracks that at
R z( )200m , but with a lower absolute value because of the
additional physics of finite cooling efficiency and angular-
momentum support.

7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

7.1. Summary of Results

In this work, we examined the physical nature of cosmic
accretion and mass growth in halos with M z( 0)200m = =

M1011 14-
. While cosmic accretion and mass growth are

typically measured using some evolving virial relation, such as
M z( )200m , we examined the physical growth of both dark
matter and baryons at fixed physical radii over time at z 2< ,
including the relationship of this growth to M z( )200m . We
presented and analyzed a suite of cosmological simulations,
Omega25, that incorporate both dark matter and gas dynamics
with differing treatments of gas cooling, star formation, and
thermal feedback (though absent strong stellar winds) to
systematically explore the physics that governs the accretion of
dark matter and baryons into halos and their galaxies.

Figure 8. From the simulation with star formation and feedback: mass growth and accretion rate histories at fixed physical radius, r, for halos selected in two bins of
M200m at z = 0, for baryons (gas + stars; solid) and dark matter (dashed). The shaded region shows the 68% scatter for baryon mass at r 93 kpc< . The thick black
curve shows the inferred growth/accretion of each component as measured within an evolving M z m R z( ) ( ( ))200m 200m= < . For reference, the range of median
R z( )200m for halo progenitors from z = 0 to 2 is 185−55, 390 90 kpc- physical for M z( 0) 10200m

11 12= = - , M1012 13-
, respectively. Top row: the mass of each

component, m, within fixed r, normalized to m r z( , 0)< = , similar to Figure 2. At large r, the fractional growth (decline) of baryon mass closely tracks that of dark
matter. However, at r R z( )200m~ , baryonic mass growth starts to decouple from that of dark matter, and at the smallest r, the baryonic mass growth is significant and
closely reflects M z( )200m . Bottom row: specific accretion rate, m r z M z˙ ( , ) ( )200m , at fixed r. For dark matter, we multiply by baryon dark matterW W to compare with
baryons more easily. At a given r, the rate for dark matter increases, crosses zero (corresponding to turn-around), reaches a maximum (at r R2 200m» ), and quickly
declines to zero (static). Baryons behave similarly at large r; after turn-around, their accretion rate remains significant at all smaller r and z and their evolution closely
tracks that at R z( )200m , though at an overall reduced rate.
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We summarize our main results, first for the cosmic
accretion of dark matter.

1. Physically meaningful cosmic accretion occurs for dark
matter at z 1 (depending on mass). Over time, the
declining average density of matter in the universe,
combined with the stronger dynamical effects of dark
energy and large-scale tidal motions for accretion at
larger physical radii, reduce the infall velocity of
accreting matter and thus the accretion/growth rate.

2. At z 1 (depending on mass), halos with M200m <
M1013
 do not experience significant physical accretion/

growth of dark matter at any radius. This is because dark
matter is dissipationless, so it is deposited (in a time-
average sense) at r R z( )200m in a shell-like manner, not
within the halo.

3. The most physically meaningful radius to measure
cosmic accretion and mass growth of dark matter is at
the radius of maximum average infall velocity, Rinfall.
Physically, R Rinfall splashback» , the splashback (or sec-
ondary turn-around) radius of (collisionless) dark matter.
For halos in our mass range, R R2infall 200m» , though
there is no meaningful Rinfall for low-mass halos at z 1 .
While commonly used, R200m represents an incomplete
census of the mass that has passed through the halo,
though R200m approximately corresponds to the outer
edge of where the profile is most static.

Additionally, we summarize our main results for the cosmic
accretion of baryons.

1. Physically meaningful cosmic accretion and mass growth
of baryons persists at all radii and across all redshifts. The
difference between dark matter and gas arises not because
gas is collisional, but rather because gas can cool
radiatively and advect to smaller radii. While dark matter
growth is subject to pseudo-evolution, baryon growth
is not.

2. The physical accretion rate of baryons at all radii inside of
the halo roughly tracks the accretion rate into the halo
measured at r R z( )200m . Though the rate at smaller
radii has a somewhat lower normalization as governed by
the efficiency of gas cooling and angular-momentum
support.

3. Accreting gas becomes strongly rotationally supported at
r R0.1 200m» , independent of redshift. Thus, the rate of
gas inflow into the galaxy is regulated by angular-
momentum support.

4. Inflowing gas starts to decouple from dark matter at
R Rsplashback 200m> . For halos in our mass range,
R R2splashback 200m» . This is the smallest radius where
the specific accretion rates are the same for both baryons
and dark matter.

5. The physical size of the region that sources cosmic
accretion into low-mass halos (M M10200m

12< ) does
not grow at z 1< . Matter decouples from the cosmic
expansion and starts to fall into the halo at the turn-
around radius, r Rta 200m> , but this radius stops increas-
ing for low-mass halos at z 1< . In this sense, low-mass
halos have decoupled from the cosmic background for
most of their history, but physically meaningful infall of
gas to smaller r does persists because of gas cooling.

7.2. Discussion

7.2.1. Physical Significance of the Virial Radius

We have shown that scaling profiles of dark matter and
baryons to r R z( )200m preserves a strong degree of self-
similarity in r, fbaryon, v̄rad, and v r v r¯ ( ) ( )tan circ . While this
argues for the meaningfulness of the scaling of R200m with z,
this does not necessarily argue for the absolute value of
R z( )200m . Our results and those of other works (Busha
et al. 2005; Anderhalden & Diemand 2011; Adhikari et al.
2014; Diemer & Kravtsov 2014; Lau et al. 2014), indicate that
commonly used virial radii such as R200m represent an
incomplete census of the physical mass associated with halos.
Furthermore, other commonly used definitions, such as R200c
and Rvir (Bryan & Norman 1998) are even smaller than R200m.
Given that dark matter and baryons are continuous density

fields, that cosmic accretion is triaxial and clumpy, and that
halos are not fully relaxed “virialized” systems, any definition
of a virial radius/boundary for a halo is at some level an
oversimplification. That said, our results suggest that
R R2splashback 200m» is the most physically meaningful radius
to measure mass growth and the accretion of dark matter for
halos in our mass range. Additionally, beyond just the
splashback of dark matter, this radius also corresponds to
where a significant fraction of (observable) galaxies around
massive groups/clusters are splashback satellite galaxies that
passed through the host (for example, see Wetzel et al. 2014).
Moreover, R R2splashback 200m» is the most natural radius for

comparing dark matter with baryons because this is where their
average infall dynamics starts to decouple. For baryons, their
collisional and dissipational dynamics mean that there is no
shell crossing (with the exception of any gas that remains
bound in massive subhalos), therefore there is no analogous
Rsplashback. In sufficiently high-mass halos, gas can experience
an analogous virial-shock radius, though this can occur at a
range of radii with respect to R200m, depending on mass and z
(Dekel & Birnboim 2006).
Thus, we suggest that r R2 200m» has many advantages

over R200m (or even smaller radii) for measuring the physically
meaningful extent and thus the cosmic accretion rate and mass
growth of halos in our mass range. Nonetheless, the exact value
of Rsplashback and thus Rinfall, with respect to R200m, depends on
the specific accretion rate and therefore on halo mass and z,
such that Rsplashback and Rinfall occur more typically at
r R1.5 200m~ in massive galaxy clusters (Adhikari et al.
2014; Lau et al. 2014; Diemer & Kravtsov 2014). In a follow-
up analysis, we will examine a broader range of virial
definitions to examine which best capture physical scales of
density, velocity, and thermal profiles for dark matter and gas,
including dependence across a more comprehensive range of
halo mass and z.

7.2.2. Implications for the Growth and Size of Galaxies

As discussed in the introduction, galaxies obey tight scaling
relations with their host halos, including both mass and size.
This tightness over cosmic time may seem surprising in the
context of the pseudo-evolution of halo mass, given that dark
matter mass and density do not change at small r on scales of
the galaxy. However, our results provide some insights into this
relation. Baryons continue to cool and advect to scales of the
galaxy at a rate that roughly tracks the accretion rate at
R z( )200m . Thus, we expect that M z m R z( ) ( ( ))200m 200m= <
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approximately captures the collapsed mass of the halo, which
also represents the baryons available to feed the galaxy. In
detail our results imply that m R z( 2 ( ))200m< may provide a
better correlation with the properties of the galaxy. If true, this
means that galaxy growth at z 2< is at some level limited and/
or regulated by cosmic accretion at r R200m» , despite the
added complexity of feedback and wind recycling. This picture
is supported at least indirectly by the similarity of the decline in
halo accretion rates and galaxy star formation rates at z 2<
(for example, see Bouché et al. 2010; Lilly et al. 2013), though
it requires more investigation in the context of simulations with
more detailed and physically motivated feedback models.

While we have shown that the accretion/growth rates of dark
matter and baryons are decoupled at small r within a halo, our
results do support the methodology of using accretion rates
from dark matter simulations to estimate baryonic accretion
rates into halos, provided that this is measured at r R200m , or
more optimally, at r R2 200m» . Furthermore, while the
accretion rates are decoupled at small r, they may still correlate
with each other in the sense that the halos with the highest
accretion rates of dark matter may also have the highest rates
for baryons. If true, this may shed light on recent “age
matching” models that assume a tight correlation between star
formation in galaxies at z 0~ and the formation timescales
(effectively measured at high z) of their host halos (Hearin &
Watson 2013; Watson et al. 2015). In future work, we will
examine such correlations between rates of baryons and dark
matter across cosmic time in more detail.

Finally, our result that gas typically becomes strongly
rotationally supported at r R0.1 200m» , independent of red-
shift, has interesting implications for galaxy size growth. This
suggests that galactic disks are fed by torquing or viscous
advection from much more extended pseudo-disks of rotation-
ally supported gas. Indeed, several analyses of cosmological
zoom-in simulations of individual L*~ galaxies found that they
had extended thick and/or warped disks of cool accreting gas
out to 50 kpc~ and beyond (Agertz et al. 2009; Roškar
et al. 2010; Stewart et al. 2011; Danovich et al. 2015).
Furthermore, observations of nearby galaxies show that disks
of cold atomic gas often extend many times beyond the size of
the stellar disk (for example, see Walter et al. 2008). If the
resultant size of the galactic disk is governed by the size of the
extended gaseous pseudo-disk, then this could explain the tight
correlation between the observed size of a galaxy and the
inferred size of its host halo as noted in Kravtsov (2013).
Nevertheless, we emphasize that the size of the stellar disk is
much smaller at r R0.01 200m» , so such a connection requires
more detailed analysis using higher-resolution simulations.

7.2.3. Impact of Stronger Feedback

Our results do not substantially change going from our
simulations with only cooling to those with star formation and
thermal feedback. However, we do not include more detailed
radiative and/or momentum feedback, so our simulations do
not drive strong galactic outflows that are encapsulated in
recent high-resolution simulations with more detailed treat-
ments (for example, see Hopkins et al. 2014). In principle,
strong stellar winds could suppress gas accretion rates below
what we find in this work. van de Voort et al. (2011) examined
cosmic accretion rates into halos in cosmological simulations
using models for stellar and black hole feedback in which
winds are driven at a variety of fixed values for gas particle

velocities, finding that the specific accretion rates into halos
were broadly similar for baryons and dark matter and that their
feedback models change baryonic accretion rates only slightly
for halos M1011 , though feedback yielded stronger reduc-
tion in gas accretion rates at smaller r. Using a different
implementation of fixed-velocity wind models in a cosmolo-
gical simulation, Faucher-Giguère et al. (2011) found that
winds can reduce the rates of infalling gas, particularly in low-
mass halos, by up to a factor of 2 for their strongest wind
model, again with stronger reduction at smaller r. More
recently, Woods et al. (2014) used a combination of delayed
cooling supernova and early stellar feedback in a handful of
cosmological zoom-in halos of mass M1012~  at z = 0, finding
that gas accretion rates into halos did not change with their
feedback implementation. Similarly, Nelson et al. (2015)
examined gas accretion rates in cosmological simulations that
generate galactic winds at a velocity that scales with the local
velocity dispersion of dark matter, with additional thermal and
ionizing feedback from black holes, and found that feedback
reduced gas accretion rates only slightly at Rvir as compared
with no feedback, but that feedback increased the gas inflow
rates at R0.25 vir as a result recycling from the winds.
Overall, these works suggest that galactic winds do not

substantially affect baryonic accretion rates at and beyond
R200m but that they do drive gas recycling that modulates
inflow/outflow rates near the core of the halo. Furthermore, it is
not clear how much galactic winds, launched from the galaxy
with a low impact parameter and thus a low angular
momentum, would change the angular-momentum distribution
of extended halo gas. However, we emphasize that almost all
previous works examined winds with phenomenologically
tuned prescriptions for wind velocities and its coupling (or lack
thereof) with the surrounding halo gas. Such analyses should
be revisited with more realistic and comprehensive treatments
of stellar feedback (Muratov et al. 2015).
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